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Plaintiff alleged among other
things, "\ryanton and gross negligence,

i
Slgep apnea and fatigue loom
as increasingly significant bases for
plaintiffsn claims. With anticipated
regulations as to driver sleep apnea
qualifibations and hours-ofservice
regulations, claims of liability on
these theoríes will become far more
frequent.
The authors were recently involved
in defending a case where allegations
of a commercial driver's sleep apnea

outrageous conduct, and reckless
indifference of [rhe carrier] in hiring,
retention and negligent entrustment
of a dangerous instrumentalicy to the
[the driver]..."

B. PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT
In the course of the litigation,
plaintiff produced one liability experr
in support of these claims. The expert
claimed expertise as a "transportation safety consultant." However, the
expert's allegations against the carrier
in his report were ultimately shown to
have been extremely limired.

Nowhere did plaintiffs "transpop
tation safety" expert opine the driver
and fatiguè *'and related claims of violated any of the federal hours of
carrier negliçnt entrustment - were service regulations on the day of the
dismissed on rnotion for summary accidenr. He claimed it was'þossible"
judgrnenç: Achey v. Gallman, 2009 the driver had done so on a prior day.
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44351 (8.D. Penn. The defense argued that the "expert"
Mar. 30, 2009). This case enunciates a did not render this opinion with rhe
standard oJ proof required for actions requisite level of professicinal certainty.
base{ upon allçga¡i6¡5 of driver fatigue
Similarly, rhe expert clid not fault
and sleep airnea.
the carrier for hiring or retaining
The Achey ruling was recently the driver based upon his driving
followed in Debaugh u. Greyhound record, qualifications, or professional
Lines,lnc.,693 F. Supp. 2d 1253, IZ58 competence.
(Ð. Or 2O10). In that case the courr
The defense argued that rhe
cited Aclrey in granting summary expert's limited contenrions could be
jqdgment as to plaintiffs claim for
distilled to a criticism of rhe carrier
tiâbitiií based upon driver fatigue.
for the driver's alleged fatigue on the
day of the accident. Again, plaintiff's
A. FACTS
"transportation safety consultant" did
Achey arose from an accident in
not
fault the carrier based upon any
which a tractor trailer impacted a line
violation
of the Federal hours of serof slowed vehicles in a construction
zone; The police claimed that after the vice regulations limiting the hours
acçídent, the operator of the tractor that a driver may opetate.
Instead, plaintiff's transportatiailer said he was tired, dozed for a few
seconds and when he awoke, traffic in tion safety consulrant opined that the
driver suffered from sleep apnea which
front of him had stopped.
&. Kivisto, LLC, Carlisle, Pennsylvania
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resulted

in

in turn

caused the accident and the

cumulative fatigue which

carrier should have taken action to
properly diagnose and prevent these
conditions.

Plaintiff's expert opined that
"[the driver's] fatigue, sleep difficulties, effects of cumulative fatigue, and
sleep apnea caused him to be in a state
of severely decreased alertness, and to

doze off while behind the wheel of a
commercial rnotor vehicle traveling at

highway speeds."

The clefense challengecl this claim

by asserting that plaintiff failed to
present any competent evidence on
the recorcl that the driver was suffep

ing from sleep apnea or

cumulative

fatigue at the time of the accident.
Accordingly, it was asserted that the
predicate proofrequired from this conclusion was abbent, depriving his opinion of its needed foundation.

A motion was filed in limine and/
or for a request for a Daubert hearing as to this expert ,concurrent with
the defense filing of the motion for
summary judgment. As noted in that
motion, while the expert claimed
expertise as a "transportation safety
consultant," he did not claim, nor did

he

possess "knowledge,

skill, experiin medi-

ence, training, or educatiort''
cine or any related field.

In this vein the defense asserted
that this "expert" was not qualified in
pulmonary medicine, sleep science or
any related field to make a diagnosis

or render an opinion that the driver
was suffering from sleep apnea or
cumulative fatigue at the time of the
accident. Absent hís qualifications ro
render such an opinion, it was argued
that his conclusions must have some
other competent basis in the record as
a foundation for his opinions.

America's Sleep Habirs, l7ashingron
Post, May 24, 1994." Id., p.21, n. B.

C. SLEEP APNEA
ALLEGATIONS
Ptaintiff claimed punitive
ages because the driver had
diagnosed at one time with

In light of

dambeen
sleep

apnea. Plaintiff claimed that the cap
rier's knowledge of this diagnosis yet

continuing employment of the driver
it to punitive damages.

subjected

As mentioned, the

(E.D. Pa. Dec. 8, 2000). 'A
of 1,000 American adults
reports rhat 7lo/o averaged five to
eight hours of sleep a nighr on week
nights and that 55o/o averagecl five to
eight hours a night on weekends. See
The Cutting Edge: Vital Statistics 18143

1994 survey

defense

asserted that the record was devoid

of

competent, admissible evidence that
the driver suffered from thar diagnosis
on the date of the accident. In fact,
while the evidence of record was rhar
driver had been diagnosed with sleep
apnea, this was fifteen (15) years prior
to the accident. He underwent surgery

that resulted in the removal of his
tonsils, adenoids, uvula, and part of
the sinus bones in his nose.

The driver testified that

before

the surgery, he never expêrienced any

nodding out from sleep apnea and he
denied experiencing fatigue in the
morning.

Plaintiff presented no competent
medical evidence that the driver continued to suffer from sleep apnea at
the time of the 2007 accident.
Similarly, [he "expert" made the
bald assertion that the driver was
suffering from "cumulative fatigue,"
without any competent medical or
scientific evidence of such. Absent
such evidence, the defense likewise
asserted that there lvas no basis for the
transportation safety expert's opinions
based upon sleep apnea.

The defense noted that the Court
had previously recognized that sleep
problems, to varying degree, âre common within the populati on. Bennett u.
Unísys Corþ.,2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

such srarisrics, rhe
that qualified expert
testimony as to the specific nature
and severity of rhe condition ar the
defense argued

time of the accident was required. The
that the bare facts of
a diagnosis fifteen (15) years prior that

The Tènth Circuit affirmed. It
noted that when dealih_g 'with arl
issue of medical causation, a corv
sidered medical judgment
sary, expressecl

is

neces-

in terms of probability

rather than possibility.ld. at pp; 18-:i9,

n.

11). The Court then held',that
absent adequate proof of causation
based upon sleep apnea, plaintiffg
claims of negligent hiring and entruSrment must also fail. Id. at p.71.

ln Achey, there was no medical
evidence, let alone any competent
medical evidence. Accordingly, the

was subsequently addressed by surgery
was not in and of irself sufficient.

defence asserted that summary judgment should be entered as to Plaintiff's
claims based upon sleep apnea and/or
cumulative fatigue.

Sero,ices,

In contrast, ín Mo¡tinez u. CO2
12 Fed. App*. 689, Z00L
U.S. App. LEXIS 6195 (10rh Cir.

The defense also asserted that
plaintiff failed to present competent
evidence of record that treøted sleep

2001)(unpublished opinion), plaintiff

apnea disqualifies a driver from operating a commercial motor vehicle.

defense asserted

sought to allege that the accident
was due to the driver's sleep apnea.
Plaintiff further alleged direct liability
of the employer, claiming it "knew or
should have known that [rhe driver]
suffered from fatigue as a result of
sleep apnea." Id. ar p. B.
In thar case, the plaintiff supported its claim with affidavirs from a
physician who was "board certifíed in
internal medicine, pulmonary medicine, critical care medicine, and sleep
disorders with training in hyperabaric
medicine." Id. ar pp. 9-10. He opined
that the driver's sleep study and his
documented dramatic and profound
hypoxemia or desaturation during
untreated sleep suggested thar the
driver may have fallen asleep at the
wheel. Id. at p. 10.

The trial courr in

Martínez
granted summary judgment, finding
that the experts were speculative and
there was insufficient evidence of
record to support plaintiffs claim rhar
the proximate cause of the accident
was the driver's falling asleep at the
wheel as a result of fatigue related to
sleep apnea.

Plaintiff's transportation safety
"expert" had also opined that the,.
driver was "suffering from a poten-l
tially disqualifying disease under the
FMCSR (Sections 391.41(bX5) and

The defense asserted
that this opinion should have been

391.41(bXB)."

rejected for several reasons.

As mentioned, this opinion failed

to be stated with the requisite certainty as required of an expert and
there was no competent evidence that
the driver had sleep apnea at the time
of the accident.

Third, while the rransportarion
safety expert carefully hedged his
opinion by claiming sleep apnea is a
'þotentially disqualifying disease," he
provided no authority for such except
two subsections of the FMCSR. Thesç
subsections are inapplicable:
Subsection 391.41(bX8) prgþibiqs
the operation of a commercial ûehicle
by individuals with epilepsy. There
was no allegation the drivei évèr suffered from epilepsy.

Subsection 391.41(bX5) prohibits i

operation of a comryetiiãI, vlçþ¡çle
by individuals with iã¡' éstabjished

medical history or clinical diagnosis
of a respiratory dysfunction likely to
inrerfere with hislher ability ro control and drive a commercial motor
vghiçle safely." The Medical Advisory
riteiia relating to this provides that

C-

the médical examiner is to make a
deterfÍrination if this condition exists
in a driver to the extent so as to
potenila[1¡ interfere with hís or her
operatioñ of a commercial motor vehi'

evidence linking rhe two, it would not
make that leap. (Id., p. 7).

The Court thus rejected Plaintiff's

claim that a reasonable jury could
holc{ the carrier liable based upon its
knowledge of the driver's past diagnosis of sleep apnea. (1d., pp.7-8).

The Court noted that the driver

had undergone four (4)

federally

The defense argued that if the

required physical examinations. He
was deemed medically qualified to
drive after each of the four examinations. None of the medical exarniners
made finding that he suffered from a

plaintiff's argument was accepted, any
individual who was ever diagnosecl
with sleep apnea at any time in their
life would be disqualified from being a

respiratory dysfunction or loss of consciousness thar would preclude him
from operating under federal regulations 49 C.F.R. $$391.41(bX5), (bX8).

cle. Ifso, the driver is to be referred to
a specialist.

commercial driver, even

if the condi-

tion was treated.

The driver had norcd the sleep
on the first two of
the four examination forms. While
these forms indicate that the carrier
apnea condirion

The defense then addressed the
plaintiff's argument (despite it having
failed to preient the requisite proof to
esiablish that,the driver suffered from

was aware of the driver's possible snoring condition, plaintiff did nor presenr

slçep apne¡ and/or cumulative fatigue

evidence that the carrier knew that

at the time of the accident) that the
carrier should have known thar the
driver was allegedly fatigued on the

asleep at the wheel.

day of the accident and precluded

him

from driving.

The Court stated that

even

both that a.) a reasonable
jury could conclude that the driver
suffered from sleep apnea in 2007 and
b.) the Court had evidence before it
assuming

that fatigue and drowsíness are symptoms of sleep apnea (which, the Court

noted, it did not), the Court could
stíll not find any evidence of record
thal fu driver ever suffered from the
s]fmpçoms of fatigue or drowsiness of
a result of the sleep apnea condition.
(Achey, pp.6:l).
"Merely because [the driver], at
some point, suffered from snoring as a
result of sleep apnea and also, at some
point, experienced drowsiness does
not mean that the drowsiness was
because of the sleep apnea condition."
(1d., p. ?)(emphasis in original)(foot-

note omitted). The Court stated that
in the absence of a qualified expert or

the driver would, at some point, fall

D. EATIGUED DRIVER
Plaintiff nexr claimed that the
driver was fatigued at rhe time of rhe
accident. Plaindff's expert claimed, "lt
is also possible that [the driver] drove
the day before [the accident] for over
l2 hours, but it is not possible to verify

from Qualcomm records alone, nor
can [carrier] demonsrrate that [the
driver] was not in violation."
This claim was shown to lack
basis in fact. Based on satellite data,
the driver drove four hours that day,
a distance of 224 miles. Plaintiffs
allegation that "it is possible" that
the driver drove 12 hours the day
before the accident was undermined
by the objective evidence of the satellite positioning.

In rejecting these allegations,
the Court noted that the regulations
provide for, among other things, a
maximum 70 hours of operation for
an eigheday period, a maximum of
fourteen hours on duty per day, and

a maximum of eleven hours of driving per day to protect the public from
truck driver fatigue pursuant to 49
c.F.R. $395.3.
The satellite records documented
compliance with che regulations.
Accordingly, the Court rejected this
claim.

E. EAILURE TO TRAIN
AND DISCPLINE
ALLEGATIONS
Plaintiff's expert also alleged that
"[the carrier] failed to train [the driver]
to recognize the signs of fatigue." The

Court noted that plaintiff failed to
present facts to support this allegation.

The driver resdfied that he went
through orientation and safety classes

with the carrier. These safety classes
included the hours of service rules
and the effect offatigue on a driver to
safely operate a motor vehicle.

Plaintiff's expert's next area of
allegation \¡/as that the carrier failed

to discipline the driver for

previous

hours of service or other violations.
He then opined, "By allowing violations to go undisciplined, [the carrier]
created an atmosphere which gives
clrivers the idea they can get away
with violations, which in rurn allow
them to earn more money by driving
more hours."

The Court again stated that it
could not find facts to support this
contention. It noted that the carrier
had a safety point system designed to
penalize drivers.

F. NO NEXUS

BETWEEN
ALLEGED ACTS AND
ACCIDENT
The defense next asserted that

plaintiff failed to demonstrate a nexus
between the accident at issue and the
remaining allegations in the report
of their "expert." Absent a nexus, il
was asserted that summary judgment
should be granted.

Facts that are not a substantial
factor in bringing about the harm
to plaintiff in a truck accident case
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are not a proper basis upon which sanctions on him and other drivers. as Middle District of Pennsflvãnia Nq
punitive damages may be awarded. their policies dictated" were irrelevant 3:CY-02-676 (Memorandum anct
See Ditzler u. Wesolowsk,, 2007 U.S. to the action and could not be the Order of December 20, 2002). Once
f)ist. Lexis 56736 (W.D. Pa. 2007). In basis for a claim for punitive damages. an employer admits vicarious liabilíty
that truck accident case, the plaintiff Similarl¡ claims that violations wenr on the basis of im employee's actions
sought punitive damages on a myriad undisciplined and/or the discipline under respondeat superior, any addiof claimed regulatory violations. The system resulted in inconsistenr pun- tional claim of negligent hiring must
plaintiff in that case even supported ishments were also irrelevant and not be dismissed by the Court because
those claims with an expert opinion.
a basis for punitive damages.
the evidence in support of such a
The Court, in Ditzler, granted
Absent evidence of conduct with claim would create confusion for the
summary judgment as to those claims a nexus to the accident, the punitive jury, risk multiple recoveries, and be

that bore no nexus to the cause of the
accident or the claimed injuries. It
held that the punitive damage claims
based upon these allegations "fail as a
matter of law." Id. at p. 19.
In Achey, it was asserted that the
plaintiff failed to demonstrate a nexus
between the accident at issue and
numerous allegations set forth in their
expert's report.

First, there was no evidence of
record or opinion with the requisite
degree of certainty that the driver was
in violation of the federal regulations
relating to the hours of service at the
time of the accident. Accordingly,
expert's ancillary allegations on rhis
issue were irrelevant and could not
be the basis for a claim for punitive
damages.

The defense asserted that allegations that "[the driver] had a history of violations of Hours of Service
Regulations (FMCSR), but [the carrier] failed to exercise disciplinary

damage claim was not warranted.

The Court agreed: 'As many
courts have held, evidence that a
rrucking company violatecl federal
safety regulations is not, by itself a
sufficienr basis upon which punitive
damages may be awarded. Rather,
there must be some nexus between
these violations and rhe cause of the
accident."

unfairly prejudicial. (1d., p. 14).
Again, the Court concurred with
the defense argument. As the carrier
had admitted that the driver was acting as its agent during the accident,

the Court dismissed
negligent claims.

the

corporare

H. CONCLUSION
The Court's holding establishes
authority for the proof required in

G. CORPORATE LIABILITY
CLAIMS ADD NOTHING
TO THE CASE

claims of driver dlsability due to sleep
apnea or fatigue. Plaintiff must provide
proof of the condition and a causal

Finally, the defense argued that
in the absence cf a valid claim for
punitive damages, plaintiff's claims
for negligent hiring, retention, and

relation to the

entrustment should have

been

dismissed.

Absent a claim for punitive

for negligenr hiring, retention and entrustment do
not add anything ro the case. Vørgo
v. Coslet, U.S. Dist. Court for the
damages, claims

accident.

The Court further required a

i

nexus between alleged regulatory violations and the accident. Absent such,

the claims should be dismissed.
Finally, where the carrier admits
the agency of the driver, claims of
corporate liability should be dismissed.
They add nothing to the câse, cr€ate confusion, risk multiple recoveries,
and are unfairly prejudicial. :r
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